Abstract-In this paper, we present queue management algorithms with low implementation complexity that can partition the bandwidth of an outgoing link among flows in a high speed packet switch. These algorithms belong to a family of queue management schemes called Sending Rate Estimate Based Queue Management Schemes (SREQM), which try to prevent congestion by effectively limiting flows based on their estimated sending rates. We also present techniques based on sampling and Bloom filters to further reduce the implementation overhead. The capability of the algorithms to protect responsive flows from non-responsive flows are confirmed by exhaustive analysis and simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing interest in router-based queue management schemes that can enforce bandwidth guarantees to network flows is a consequence of the exponential growth of applications such as the packet video and packet audio, which do not implement congestion control [1] . This kind of traffic that do not implement congestion control are generally termed as nonresponsive traffic. Non-responsive traffic can consume all the available bandwidth starving legitimate TCP flows (responsive traffic) in a network. In the past, when the number of flows traversing a router was in the order of a few thousands, the above problem was solved using complex scheduling schemes such as weighted fair queueing (WFQ) or its variants. With the present day routers carrying more than a million flows, implementing schemes such as WFQ is becoming painfully hard [2] . Therefore, researchers are moving towards more scalable solutions based on queue management schemes that can provide quality of service (QoS) guarantees to flows.
A comprehensive survey of router based queue management schemes that try to guarantee QoS to flows can be found in [3] . Most of these schemes cannot guarantee fairness among flows, while being inexpensively implementable at the router at high speeds. In [4] , we develop a class of queue management schemes called sending rate estimate based queue management schemes (SREQM) that can guarantee max-min fair bandwidth allocation to flows in a router. These queue management schemes operate by differentially dropping packets from flows based on an estimate of the sending rate of flows as well as on the aggregate queue length. Simply stated, the probability of dropping packets from flow j is a compound function of the estimate of the relative sending rate of flow j and the aggregate queue length of the router buffer at time t. Because the amount of per-flow state needed is the bare minimum required to guarantee max-min fairness [5] , the flow memory can be implemented using static random access memories (SRAM), making packet processing scalable with link speeds.
The queue management schemes that belong to the family of SREQM estimate the relative sending rate of flows using an exponentially weighted low-pass filter [3] , H j (·), for flow j as
where T is the time-constant [6] of the filter, and
if the packet at time t is from flow j 0 otherwise.
The estimation works as follows. We assign a state variable H j (·) for each flow, and initialize it to zero. When a packet arrives from a flow, the state-variable of the flow from which the packet arrived is updated as
T , whereas the state-variable of all other flows are updated as
at any point of time is an estimate of the relative sending rate of flow j.
The objective of this work is to design algorithms to alleviate the processing overheads associate with the SREQM based schemes. In Section II, we develop an algorithm based on a modified estimator which does not require the update of all the state-variables on packet arrival. We then discuss some guidelines to set the parameters of the algorithm in Section III. A fluid model based algorithm along with some simulation results are presented next. We give two techniques based on sampling and Bloom filters to reduce the complexity of SREQM based algorithms in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI II. ALGORITHMS FOR PROTECTING RESPONSIVE TRAFFIC AND BANDWIDTH PARTITIONING The Efficient SREQM (ESREQM) algorithm presented in [7] , though capable of providing bandwidth guarantees to flows, requires us to update the state variable every time a packet arrives. This approach can be computationally very tedious. In this section, we present an algorithm called Low Overhead SREQM (LO-SREQM), to mitigate the computational overhead introduced by updating the state variable of all the flows on a packet arrival. This computational overhead U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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can be reduced at the cost of memory. Suppose that we assign an ID to all the packets that arrive at the queue, and a packet arrives every time-slot. The ID of the i th packet to arrive at the queue is assigned i, and therefore, the ID of the last packet will be the total number of all packets that arrived at the queue. If we can also keep track of the ID of the last packet that arrived from each flow, then we develop an alternate estimate of the relative sending rate of each flow that is computationally efficient. Define η j = ID of the last packet that arrived at the queue -ID of that last packet that arrived from flow j. Suppose at time t, a new packet from flow j arrives. The new estimate of the relative sending rate of flow j,H j (·), is given bỹ
With this procedure, we do not have to update the relative sending rate estimate of all the flows on every packet arrival.
The new queue management scheme based on this modified estimate is described in Algorithm 1. When a packet arrives, we update the state variable of the flow from which the packet arrives based on the modified estimator given in (2) . If the state-variable of that flow is more than the fair share parameter, K, the packet is dropped; otherwise the packet is admitted into the queue. The fair share parameter changes with the change in the number of users as well as changes in the network conditions. To accommodate these changes, we modify K based on the level of congestion. If the aggregate queue size is more than some maximum threshold q max , then we decrease the value of K. On the other hand, if the aggregate queue size is less than some minimum threshold q min , then we increase the value of K. The rate at which we change K has also an impact on the level of punishment we impose on flows that send at a rate higher than their fair share. This rate is determined by the parameter F . Some guideline on setting the parameters are discussed later in this paper. We note in passing that, in many cases of practical importance, we need to treat flows differently. For example, we may want to allocate more bandwidth to a video stream than to a data transfer session. We can readily modify the estimatorH j (·) to treat flows differently. Associate a positive real number w i , to flow i, representing its weight. We assign a weight to a flow, proportional to the amount of bandwidth we want to allocate to that flow. Denote the weighted estimator for flow i to be H i (·). H i (·) can take a form as below
It is not difficult to establish that if we use H i (·), instead of H i (·), in the algorithm, the bandwidth allocation to flow i will be proportional to its weight w i . This modified estimator can be used to treat flows differently in all other modifications of SREQM that we discuss in later sections of this chapter.
In the following theorem, we analyze the packet spacing required to minimize the packet drops in order to achieve maximum throughput. 
Proof: Refer Figure 1 . Let at t = 0,H j (0) be K. If the source j transmits packet at the next time slot,H j (1) will exceed K, and that packet will be dropped. Therefore, in order to prevent any packet loss, the source must wait untilH j (t) becomes K − 1. The number of time-slots required to reducẽ H j from K to K − 1 can be computed as follows. Let the number of time-slots required to reduceH j from K to K − 1 be mH
Since at the end of m time-slots, the value ofH j would have reduced from K to K − 1, we havẽ
That is,
Solving the above equation, we get
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add packet P to the queue; 8: else 9: drop packet P ; 10 
III. SETTING THE PARAMETERS OF LO-SREQM
In this section, we depend heavily on simulation results to determine the right set of parameters for our algorithm. There are three main parameters that we need to set: the timeconstant of the filter T , the fair share parameter K, and the congestion parameter F . Setting the parameters to the right values is crucial for the proper functioning of the algorithm. Our goal is to achieve max-min fairness among flows, and in this section, we give some engineering guidelines to set the parameters of the algorithm so as to achieve max-min fairness.
A. Time-constant T , and Fair Share Parameter K
Consider the case with three constant bit rate (CBR) flows with flow 1 sending at 100 Kbps, flow 2 sending at 200 Kbps and flow 3 sending at 300 Kbps. The relative sending rate of these flows are 0.167, 0.334 and 0.5, respectively. We study the performance of the estimation algorithm with different values of T . When T = 30, the variance in the estimation is large as shown in Figure 2 , but the estimator approaches the relative sending rates almost immediately. On the other hand when T = 20000, the estimator has a very large bias and it takes around 600 sec to estimate the relative sending rate correctly, but with a very low variance. This is shown in Figure 3 . The value of T should be selected such that T is not too big nor too small. Based on simulations, we recommend a value of 400 for T . For the above case the performance of the estimator with T = 400 is shown in Figure 4 .
Regarding the fair share parameter, K, we observed that the initial value of the parameter K does not have any major impact on the performance of the algorithm [3] . The value of K is dynamically varied based on the level of congestion. The initial value of K is set to 50 in all our simulations. 
B. Congestion Parameter F
The congestion parameter F , has a profound effect on the performance of the algorithm and it is the most difficult parameter to set. F determines how fast we change the value of the parameter K. To understand the effect of parameter F , consider the case where four TCP flows and a UDP flow are traversing a bottleneck dumbbell topology [2] . The capacity of the access links as well as the bottleneck link was set to 10Mbps. Since five flows are competing for 10Mbps bandwidth on the bottleneck, the fair sending rate of each flow would be 2Mbps. Suppose that K is initially set to achieve a fair allocation. Since the UDP flow is sending at a much higher rate than its fair rate, all its packets will be dropped, making UDP throughput to zero. If we set F too high, the value of K will not be changed and the flows will not get a fair share. If we make F too low, the UDP flow can achieve a higher average rate than its fair share, because the packet dropping phase completes rapidly as K changes fast. Table I shows the effect of the parameter F on the average throughput of different flows. When F is large, the UDP flow gets very low throughput; and when F is low, the UDP flow gets a high share of the bandwidth. A value of approximately 200 for the parameter F will result in a fair allocation and this is the value that we assign to F in our simulations. We can also observe from the table that the scheme is not terribly sensitive to small changes in the value of the parameter F .
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This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE GLOBECOM 2007 proceedings. There is no value of F that will provide max-min fairness in all situations. If F is small, some flows may get more bandwidth than their fair share. On the other hand, if F is large, the flows that are sending at a higher rate than their fair share may receive lower bandwidth than their fair share. However, in both cases, the degradation of performance is gradual, as seen from Table I .
IV. A FLUID FLOW MODEL ALGORITHM
In a fluid flow model, we assume that the number of packets generated by a flow is so large that it appears as a continuous flow of bits [8] . This assumption is particularly valid when the number of flows is large. In this section, we develop a simple algorithm, assuming the flows to be a continuous stream of bits, that can restrict all bottle-necked flows to their max-min fair rate.
Suppose that the outgoing link has a capacity of C packets/sec. Assuming all flows to be equal, the fair share of each flow is C n , where n is the number of flows. Previously we showed thatH i (·) is an estimate of the relative sending rate of flow i. Therefore, ifH i (·) ≤ 1 n , i.e., the flow is sending at a rate less than its fair share, then the packets from that flow need not be dropped. On the other hand, if the flow is sending at a rate greater than its fair share, that isH i (·) > 
Hi(·)
, which forms the excess from the fair share should be dropped to bring the throughput of the flow to its fair share. This suggests that a simple probabilistic algorithm that drops a packet from a flow j with a probability P j d equal to
can achieve fair bandwidth allocation and prevent malicious behavior. It is easy to see that the punishment a flow receives for sending at a rate higher than its fair share depends on
. We can increase the severity of punishment by increasing the exponent of
to a positive integer, say k. The dropping probability will now take a form as follows
The value of k affect the penalty profile of the algorithm. The larger the value of k, the greater the penalty imposed. For flows with different weights, the dropping probability should be modified as
where w j is the weight assigned to flow j. We term this new algorithm as Fluid SREQM, and is described in detail in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Fluid SREQM :: onPacketArrival(packet P ) 1: P acketCount ⇐ packet id of P ; 2: x ⇐ flow id of packet P ; 3:
Mark packet P for dropping with probability max 0, 1 − 1 nHx ; 7: if (packet P not marked) or (queue size < q min ) then 8: add packet P to the queue; 9: end if 10: if (queue size > q max ) then 11: drop packet P ; 12: end if
We now present some examples to show that Fluid SREQM works well in practice. In the first example consider three flows, of which one is a TCP flow and the other two are UDP flows, on a congested link with 2Mbps bandwidth. One of the UDP flows is a malicious flow that starts with a sending rate of 500Kbps, but increases its sending rate to 1000Kbps after 300s. The second UDP flow is a legitimate UDP flow sending constantly at a rate of 400Kbps. Figure 6 plots the sending rate of the three flows, while Figure 7 shows their throughput. Clearly, the malicious UDP is restricted to its fair share.
In the second example, we consider 32 flows on a dumbbell topology with a bottleneck link of 10Mbps. Flows indexed one to 30 are TCP flows, while the flows indexed 31 and 32 are UDP flows. The sending rate of flow 31 is 1Mbps and that of flow 32 is 5 Mbps, which means that both these flows are sending at a rate higher than their fair rate. Table II show the throughput received by each of the 32 flows. From the table it is clear that the algorithm can allocate bandwidth fairly among flows.
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V. METHODS TO REDUCE COMPLEXITY
In the following sub-sections, we present two techniques, based on sampling and Bloom filters, to further alleviate processing overhead and memory requirements associated with the algorithms presented in this paper. These techniques come at the expense of reduced accuracy in the relative sending rate estimation procedure, and therefore, may be inappropriate for applications that require accurate data at small time-scales.
A. Sampling
In all the previously discussed algorithms, we update the state variableH j (·) for each on packet arrival. For high speed links, which carry millions of flows, updating the state-variable on every packet arrival may be computationally prohibitive. One straightforward approach to mitigate this complexity is to update the state-variable with a probability p on each packet arrival. For example, if there are 10 6 flows, and we updatẽ H j (·) once in every thousand packet arrivals, the number of updates we save is 999. Represent the modified estimate as H p j (·). Since H p j (·) attempts to approximateH j (·) using a fewer number of updates, errors are unavoidable. These errors introduced by sampling the packets will depend on the nature of incoming traffic. If the incoming traffic is constant bit rate (CBR) traffic, then we only need very few samples to estimate its rate; on the other hand, if the sending rate of the incoming traffic is varying rapidly, we need more samples to estimate the sending rate with bounded errors. We can compute the expectation and variance of the modified estimate H p j (·), when the incoming traffic is Poisson with arrival rate λ j as
and
From the above equations, we can see that the steady state values are
which correspond to the steady state values of E H j (·) and Var H j (·) [3] . For Poisson traffic, as long as p > 0, at steady state, sampling does not have an effect on performance of the estimator. However, sampling does affect the time it takes for the estimator to reach the steady state.
The above results may not hold for traffic such as the TCP traffic, as they vary at a much higher rate. For TCP traffic we need to sample more frequently to accurately estimate the relative sending rate. In short, if we have some information about the nature of the incoming traffic, then we can decide on a sampling procedure, which can approximateH j (·) with a given level of accuracy.
B. Bloom Filters
In both the schemes described in this paper, we need to maintain a state-variable for each flow. For high speed links where there are millions of short flows, maintaining a state-variable for each of the flows, may be cumbersome, though possible. We can reduce the amount of bookkeeping by mapping many flows to a single state-variable. In this section, we present a technique, based on Bloom filters [9] , to reduce the complexity of SREQM based queueing schemes at a reduced accuracy.
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Bloom filters were introduced by Burton H. Bloom in 1970 as an efficient way of doing spell checking. We borrow some ideas of Bloom filters from Stochastic Fair BLUE [10] in reducing the complexity of SREQM based schemes. The basic idea behind a Bloom filter is given in Figure 8 . There are l hash stages that operate in parallel with n accounting bins in each stage. Each bin in every stage also maintains a state-variable indicated byH T . This procedure is carried out for all the stages. If the state-variable associated with all the bins to which the packet is mapped is greater than a threshold K, then the packet is dropped; otherwise, it is added to the queue. The value of K is dynamically modified, based on the aggregate queue occupancy, as we do in previous algorithms.
Usually the number of bins that we can afford in each stage is much smaller than the number of flows, and therefore, many flows may map to the same bin and share the same statevariable associated with that bin. This can cause misclassification. That is, a responsive flow may be mapped to the same bin as a non-responsive flow and share the same state variable. Since the non-responsive flow is sending at a very high rate, the common state-variable for both the flows will exceed the threshold K, resulting in packet drops from both the flows. The purpose of multiple hash stages is to reduce misclassification. By using multiple hash stages and selecting appropriate hash functions for each stage, we can make sure that a flow is not misclassified at least in some stages. Multiple hash stages attenuate the probability of misclassification exponentially.
Let there be l hash stages with n accounting bins per stage. Suppose that there are m "bad" flows in total. Using simple analysis, we can show that probability that a good flow shares a bin with a bad flow in all the l levels is P {A good flow shares all the bins with the bad flow}
Given the number of bad flows and the maximum probability of misclassification that we can tolerate, we can easily compute the number of stages required to design the Bloom filter from the above equation to achieve the required accuracy. Figures 9 and 10 plot the probability of misclassification, as a function of the number of non-responsive flows for different number of hash stages with 64 bins per stage and 256 bins per stage, respectively. We can readily see that increasing the number of stages or the number of bins per stage can decrease the probability of misclassification considerably. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed two efficient congestion control algorithms that can protect responsive traffic from nonresponsive traffic and also guarantee QoS among flows. The performance of the algorithms were studies under different scenarios. We also showed that by using techiques such as sampling and Bloom filters, we can reduce the implementation complexity to a great extend. Future work includes improving the algorithm to guarantee QoS in very short time-scales, in the order of every packet cycle.
